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SUMMARY Wireless sensor networks are comprised of several sensor
nodes that communicate via wireless technology. Locating the sensor nodes
is a fundamental problem in developing applications for wireless sensor
networks. In this paper, we introduce a distributed localization scheme,
called the Rectangle Overlapping Approach (ROA), using a mobile beacon
with GPS and a directional antenna. The node locations are computed by
performing simple operations that rely on the rotation angle and position
of the mobile beacon. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme
is very efficient and that the node positions can be determined accurately
when the beacon follows a random waypoint movement model.
key words: wireless sensor networking, localization, mobile beacon, di-
rectional antenna, GPS

1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have wide application
in fields such as environmental observation, military mon-
itoring, and disaster relief [2]. Recent advances in wireless
communications and electronics have enabled the develop-
ment of small low-cost sensor nodes that communicate over
short distances. Wireless sensor networks are comprised of
several sensor nodes that communicate via wireless technol-
ogy. Each node can sense certain aspects of its environment
and perform limited computations. Node volume, electrical
capacity and data storage capability restrict node operation
in WSNs. Thus, many researchers concentrated on the de-
velopment of scalable, low-cost, and low-power consump-
tion WSNs.

Localization is one of the most important topics in
WSN research. An accurate localization scheme can support
transmission of the sensor position information, routing [3]
and technology services. So far, many localization methods
have been presented that could be implemented using one
or a few powerful nodes with Global Positioning System
(GPS). GPS coordinates are a good estimate of sensor posi-
tion, but it is too expensive to equip each sensor with GPS.
A feasible solution is to designate a small number of sen-
sor nodes as anchor points or beacons and equip them with
GPS. They can help other sensor nodes locate themselves
using the information broadcast by the beacons.

In this paper, we present a simple and efficient localiza-
tion scheme based on a self-propelled device equipped with
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GPS and a directional antenna. Distributed computation of
the positions is performed by simple operations on informa-
tion received from the moving beacon. In Sect. 2, we review
the related work on localization in WSNs. The proposed lo-
calization scheme and the simulation results are presented
in Sects. 3 and 4. Conclusions are discussed in Sect. 5.

2. Related Work

Recently, many localization schemes for WSNs have been
presented. These localization algorithms [5], [13] fall into
two categories: range-based and range-free schemes.

Range-based schemes are usually supported by addi-
tional sensor hardware that measures the distances or an-
gles of the signals being transmitted between the nodes.
Range-based schemes determine the distance between two
sensor nodes based on information such as Time of Arrival
(TOA) [16], Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) [17], Angle
of Arrival (AOA) [14], and Received Signal Strength Indica-
tor (RSSI) [4]. After the relative distance is determined, it is
simple to compute the location of each node. The draw-
backs of range-based schemes are easier to be interfered by
multipath, fading, and noise and an additional hardware is
required.

On the other hand, range-free schemes avoid costly
hardware by exploiting inter-node communication and the
sensing range of the node to estimate the positions of the
sensor nodes. Lately many range-free localization schemes
have been proposed, such as Centroid [7], DV-HOP [15],
and APIT [11]. Centroid scheme calculates the locations of
sensor nodes based on reference information that is broad-
cast by specific stationary points. DV-HOP scheme mea-
sures hop counts from each node to specific anchor points
to localize the nodes’ positions. In APIT scheme, each node
estimates whether it resides inside or outside several tri-
angular regions bounded by the locations that are received
from the anchor points, and refines the location by overlap-
ping the regions of the sensor resided. Some area-based lo-
calization mechanisms are developed to narrow down the
possible region for a sensor node [8], [10]. Sextant [10] op-
erates by setting up and solving a system of geographic con-
straints based on connectivity information from the under-
lying communication network and achieves high accuracy
by enabling non-convex constraints to refine position esti-
mates. The above approaches typically need a large amount
of stationary anchor points involved a heavy computation
for achieving higher accuracy. Besides, extensive communi-
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cation among neighboring sensor nodes brings a high traffic
load.

Mobile localization exploits moving beacons to avoid
the problems of static range-free localization schemes. A
sensor node narrows down the possible region to estimate
the location based on the mobile beacon message [9], [19].
Xiao et al. proposes another scheme using the arrival and
departure overlap area, which is a possible area delimited
by two circles with the same radius at different centers [20].
Ssu et al. introduces scheme [18] that the location of a sen-
sor node is estimated using the intersection points of two
perpendicular bisectors of the chords obtained by three bea-
con points. To improve the localization accuracy of Ssu’s
scheme, an efficient scheme is suggested to estimate sen-
sor locations from possible areas by using geometric con-
straints [12].

In the next section, we introduce a localization scheme,
called Rectangle Overlapping Approach (ROA), to locate
sensor nodes efficiently using a mobile beacon with GPS
and a directional antenna. After the mobile beacon traverses
a predefined route, each sensor node can estimate its loca-
tion by simple distributed computations. Each sensor node
receives the messages but does not interact with other nodes
for localization. Distributed computation of node position
involving elementary operations allows the system to oper-
ate in a low power consumption mode.

3. Rectangle Overlapping Approach (ROA)

The ROA scheme is based on a self-propelled device that
can move along a predefined route and is equipped with
GPS and a directional antenna. After traversing a predefined
route, the mobile beacon can help complete the localization
of all sensor nodes.

3.1 The Model of the ROA Scheme

We assume that the transmission range of each sensor node
is a circle with radius r. We do not discuss collision prob-
lems because we assume that they can be solved by the
MAC layer protocols. In addition, we assume that the sen-
sor nodes are deployed in a square of side Range as shown
in Fig. 1. We set the coordinates of the upper left corner at
(0, 0) and those of the lower right corner at (Range, Range).

Fig. 1 The coordinator plane of Range×Range involves sensor nodes A,
B, C, and D with transmission radius r.

Antenna models are classified into two types according
to beam pattern: omni-directional antenna and directional
antenna. The radiated signal from an omni-directional an-
tenna is easier to be interfered by environment noise. A di-
rectional antenna concentrates energy on a particular narrow
direction with a higher gain, reducing interference to envi-
ronment noise can improve localization accuracy. By using
directional antenna, a sensor node may selectively receive
signals only from a certain desired direction. This feature
supports our scheme to narrow down the possible region
more quickly and to improve the accuracy of localization.
As in the network model [1], we assume that the mobile bea-
con is capable of transmitting directionally. The directional
antenna at the mobile beacon should have a narrow beam-
width that can be rotated in any direction. For the purpose
of this paper, we simplify the antenna transmission pattern
by representing it as a narrow sector of angle Δθ as shown
in Fig. 2.

We assume that the sensing range of the mobile bea-
con is also a circle with radius r. The beacon broadcasts
messages periodically as it traverses its predefined route at a
constant velocity v. The mobile beacon transmission inter-
val is the time between two consecutive beacon messages.
It is denoted as Δt. The beacon message contains the lo-
cation of the beacon. The directional antenna of the beacon
rotates a full circle counterclockwise by periodically turning
n times. Thus, each rotation angle is n = 360◦/Δθ where Δθ
divides 90. When the system begins to operate, the mobile
beacon first broadcasts two important parameters, r and Δθ
to all sensor nodes. Each node stores these two parameters
in its local memory for later computation.

Each phase involves the beacon moving a fixed dis-
tance vΔt. After stopping, the beacon periodically rotates
an angle Δθ n times while transmitting signals through its di-
rectional antenna. Since the beacon is position-aware, it will
broadcasts two important parameters: i and (xb, yb), where i
means the ith rotation in a round for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and (xb, yb) is
the current position of the beacon.

The position of the beacon defines the center of a circle
of radius r. When a sensor node receives the value of i,
it knows that its position is located in the sector between
(i − 1)Δθ and iΔθ. For example, as shown in Fig. 3, if Δθ =
30◦ and the sensor node receives i = 2, then the sensor node
knows its position is located in a sector between 30◦ and

Fig. 2 Antenna model.
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Fig. 3 The sectors through directional antenna with Δθ = 30◦.

Fig. 4 The state information of the mobile beacon.

60◦. That is,

(i − 1)Δθ ≤ the angle of the ith rotation < iΔθ.

After the mobile beacon rotates one full circle counterclock-
wise, the beacon moves to the next position along the pre-
defined route.

3.2 Arrival and Departure of a Mobile Beacon

The four states of a sensor node we need to define are:

• In: The node is within the transmission range of the
mobile beacon.

• Out: The node is outside the transmission range of the
mobile beacon.

• Arrival: The node has entered the state in from the state
out.

• Departure: The sensor node has entered the state out
from the state in.

As shown in Fig. 4, the sensor node N is in the state in
when the beacon is at point B or C and is in the state out
when the beacon is at point A or D. Furthermore, the sensor
node N is in the state arrival when the beacon moves from
point A to B and is in the state departure when the beacon
moves from point C to D.

3.3 The Description of the ROA Scheme

When a sensor node receives the signal from the directional
antenna of the mobile beacon for the first time, the sensor
node generates a sector of radius r. This sector and the cir-
cle will have two intersection points, denoted by P1 and P2

in Fig. 5. The center of the mobile beacon can be consid-
ered the new origin (xb, yb). Point P1 is defined as the first

Fig. 5 The ER zones, P1 and P2 points with Δθ = 30◦ and i = 1, 5, and
9.

point crossed in a counterclockwise rotation about this ori-
gin. Point P2 is the second intersection point crossed during
this rotation. Figure 5 shows the positions of P1 and P2

viewed in each quadrant of the coordinate plane. If a sensor
node receives i and (xb, yb) from the beacon, the coordinates
of points P1(x1, y1) and P2(x2, y2) can be computed:

(x1, y1) =
(
xb + r cos((i − 1)Δθ), yb − r sin((i − 1)Δθ)

)
and

(x2, y2) =
(
xb + r cos(iΔθ), yb − r sin(iΔθ)

)
.

A vertical line through P1 and a horizontal line through
P2 will form a rectangle with the x- and y-axes that contains
the position of the mobile beacon as shown in Fig. 5. We
call this rectangle the ER (Estimated Rectangle).

ER = {(x, y)|xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax, ymin ≤ y ≤ ymax}
Each ER is identified by four endpoints, xmin, xmax, ymin and
ymax that are generated as follows:

• If 0◦ ≤ iΔθ < 90◦,

xmin = xb, xmax = x1, ymin = y2, and ymax = yb

• If 90◦ ≤ iΔθ < 180◦,

xmin = x2, xmax = xb, ymin = y1, and ymax = yb

• If 180◦ ≤ iΔθ < 270◦,

xmin = x1, xmax = xb, ymin = yb, and ymax = y2

• If 270◦ ≤ iΔθ < 360◦,

xmin = xb, xmax = x2, ymin = yb, and ymax = y1.

Each sensor node records two sets of ER values which
are called ER and ER’ respectively. We set the initial ER
value as Range×Range, so the first ER is also the largest,

ER = {(x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ Range, 0 ≤ y ≤ Range}.
Besides recording this first ER, the sensor node also

needs to record the value of ER’. In the arrival state, each
sensor node generates a new ER’ from the beacon interval.
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Fig. 6 The operating process of ROA scheme.

If the sensor node is still in the in state, it will replace the
previous ER’. After entering the departure state, we find the
intersection of ER and ER’ and generate a new ER to replace
the old ER. Repeating this process does not converge before
a suitably small rectangle is generated.

The steps of the ROA scheme are illustrated in Fig. 6.
First, the beacon is at position A and the sensor node is in
the out state. When the beacon arrives at position B, we
set the state of the sensor node to arrival and generate ER’.
When the beacon arrives at the next position C, we create
a new ER’ and replace the previous ER’. Finally, when the
beacon arrives at position F, the state of the sensor node is
set to departure. We then find the intersection of ER and
ER’, generate a new ER and designate the centroid of this
new ER to be the estimated localization position.

The ROA scheme is described in the following.

Algorithm Rectangle Overlapping Approach
Input: the rotated ith interval of the directional antenna and the center

position, (xb, yb), of the mobile beacon.
Output: the estimated position pk of node k
1: Initialize the beacon localization by GPS.
2: The beacon broadcasts the sensing range r and transmission antenna

angle to all nodes by flooding.
3: Each sensor node sets its original ER as Range×Range.
4: repeat
5: for each node k
6: if the node k is in the sensing range of the beacon then
7: Set the node k into the state in.
8: Calculate the points P1 and P2.
9: if the node k is in the state arrival at the first time then
10: Generate its corresponding rectangle ER’.
11: ER← ER’
12: else
13: Generate its corresponding rectangle ER’.
14: ER’← ER’
15: else
16: Set the node in the state out.
17: if the node is in departure state then
18: ER←ER∩ER’
19: pk ← the centroid of ER
20: The mobile beacon moves to the next position.
21: until the beacon traverses over the predefined route
22: Output the position estimate pk of each node k.

Fig. 7 The line scanning movement.

3.4 Movement Pattern of a Mobile Beacon

In this section, we discuss the traversing strategy for a bea-
con. There are two movement patterns we consider:

• Line scanning movement: This movement pattern in-
volves the beacon completing a series of horizontal
movements followed by a series of vertical movements.
In the ROA scheme, a sensor node changing from
the out to in state, can theoretically estimate posi-
tion more accurately. We design the beacon to move
from (−r,−r) to (Range+r, Range+r) along horizontal
straight lines following a route that passes through cer-
tain significant points (−r,−r)→ · · · →(Range+r,−r)
→ · · · →(−r, Range+r)→ · · · →(Range+r, Range+r)
and to reverse vertically as shown in Fig. 7. The total
number of movements is

2

⌊
Range + 2r
vΔt

⌋2

.

The results of the simulation indicate that a single hor-
izontal traverse may allow the beacon to obtain a high
localization accuracy. This could save the beacon half
of its operating power consumption.

• Random waypoint movement [6]: The mobile beacon
randomly selects a destination in the sensor field and
moves to that location at a constant velocity. When the
mobile beacon arrives at this destination, the mobile
beacon continues travelling to the next destination at
the same constant speed.

3.5 The Analysis of Error

If the actual position of the sensor node is (x, y), the esti-
mated position of the node is (x′, y′). We estimate this posi-
tion as

(x′, y′) =
(

xmin + xmax

2
,
ymin + ymax

2

)
,

where xmin, xmax, ymin, and ymax are ER boundary points. As
in Fig. 6, we can show that the maximum horizontal error
occurs at the intersection of the final ER of side length r if
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the moving distance is in the range 1 ≤ vΔt ≤ r. If (xb, yb) is
the center of the mobile beacon, we can derive the horizontal
and vertical errors of the ROA scheme as

Errorx = |x − x′| ≤ xb + r − xb

2
≤ r

2
and

Errory = |y − y′| ≤ yb + r − yb

2
≤ r

2
.

Thus, we have that the maximum error of the estimated po-
sition of a sensor node is

√
2r/2 � 0.7r.

However, the directional antenna is a separate source
of error. Antenna angel error is defined as an error in the
beam width of the directional antenna. We define the error
zone and undefined zone as areas in which sensor nodes may
be susceptible to localization error, as shown in Fig. 8. The
beacon M traverses the line and three sensor nodes A, B, and
C receive messages from beacon M by directional antenna
with Δθ = 30◦. In this area, sensor nodes B and C will
receive the rotation parameter i = 2 and node A will receive
i = 3. Unfortunately, if the directional antenna has a beam
angle error Δθ, node A will receive i = 2 and nodes B and C
will receive i = 1. After the beacon moves a further distance
r, the sensor at node A will no longer have an intersection
with the beacon. However, nodes B and C may proceed
normally. Thus, sensor node A created an ER which did
not include itself in this range. We posited that the correct
position of node A is P(x, y) and the new error position is
P′(x′, y′) with the following coordinates:

x =
xb + r cos((i − 1)Δθ

2
,

y =
yb − r sin((i − 1)Δθ

2
,

x′ =
xb + r cos((i − 2)Δθ

2
, and

y′ =
yb − r sin((i − 2)Δθ

2
.

So, we derive the error distances as:

Errorx =
r
2

∣∣∣ cos((i − 1)Δθ) − cos((i − 2)Δθ)
∣∣∣ and

Fig. 8 Radio propagation pattern.

Errory =
r
2

∣∣∣ sin((i − 1)Δθ) − sin((i − 2)Δθ)
∣∣∣.

By numerical computation, Errorx ≤ r/2 and Errory ≤ r/2.
According to this analysis, the two values radius r and

directional antenna error Δθ are important factors in local-
ization error. Decreasing both values may improve the local-
ization accuracy by reducing certain localization error. This
analysis was also verified by the results of the simulation.

4. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we verify the accuracy and reliability of the
ROA scheme by simulation and compare the performance
with several well-known range-free localization schemes.

4.1 Simulation Environment and Parameters

Our simulation was built on the MATLAB simulator. We
do not discuss collisions because we assume they can be
solved by the MAC layer protocols and the signals can only
be received in the LOS propagation. Each sensor node is
forced to stay active during the localization process. The
sensor nodes are deployed in an effective space range of
300 m×300 m without obstacles and 100 sensor nodes are
randomly deployed. The radio propagation model assumed
free space. The parameter settings for the ROA simulations
are shown in Table 1. We performed this simulation with
various parameters to get a comprehensible result.

4.2 Metrics

Three metrics are employed to evaluate the performance of
our localization algorithm.

• Average localization error: It is defined as the aver-
age difference between estimated location (x′, y′) and
actual location (x, y) of all sensor nodes

ΔEav =
1
N

N∑
i=1

√
(x − x′)2 + (y − y′)2,

where N denotes the total number of sensor nodes.

• Average execution time: It is defined as the time needed
to localize all sensor nodes.

ΔATav =
1
N

N∑
i=1

ti,

where ti denotes the time required for sensor node i to
obtain its location.

Table 1 Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value(s)

Beacon message interval 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 (sec)
Beacon moving speed 10, 20, 30 (m/sec)
Beacon traversing trajectory Line scanning, RWP
Beacon DOI 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8
Beacon transmission radius 10, 20, 30 (m)
Beacon antenna angle 10◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦
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• Average throughput: It is defined

ΔRav =
1
N

N∑
i=1

Ri,

where Ri denotes the number of packets received by
sensor node i to estimate its location.

4.3 Simulation Results

We explore six sets of simulations which evaluate the differ-
ent factors below:

• Radius range r: For beacon speed v (10 m/sec,
20 m/sec, 30 m/sec), average localization error versus
beacon interval Δt for different beacon radius r (10 m,
20 m, 30 m) with Δθ = 30◦ is shown in Fig. 9. The
results show that a small radius r can reduce the lo-
calization error for both of traverse trajectories. The
reason is that the ER area formed by small beacon ra-
dius r intersects a smaller region and therefore gives a
more accurate estimated location.

• Directional antenna angle Δθ: Average localization er-
ror versus beacon interval for different angles Δθ (10◦,
15◦, 30◦, 45◦) with r = 10 m and v = 10 m/sec is shown
in Fig. 10. The results show that reducing Δθ can re-
duce the localization error as much as possible. The
reason for this is identical to that for the beacon sens-
ing radius r. When Δθ is greater than 45◦, the large ER
area results in a high localization error. Both trajecto-
ries produce the same results.

Fig. 9 Average localization error versus beacon interval for radius r (a)
Line scanning (b) Random waypoint.

• Beacon interval Δt: Average localization error versus
beacon interval is shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. Reduc-
ing the interval produces a more accurate estimated po-
sition. However, this will require a longer execution
time and the transmission of more packets. In our sim-
ulation, we observe that moving a distance vΔt less than
r/2, results in a more accurate estimated location.

• Beacon speed v: A sensor node needs to collect enough
beacon messages to localize itself. A beacon with a
higher speed must lower its beacon interval. For exam-
ple, v = 10 m/sec, Δt = 0.1 sec and v = 20 m/sec, Δt =
0.05 sec. Not all localization schemes are affected by
beacon speed.

• Beacon traversing trajectory: In the line scanning
model, all sensor nodes are visited but this is time con-
suming. The random waypoint model completes the
sensor node localization more quickly. When vΔt is
greater than the half of the beacon radius r, we adopt a
method that doubles the random waypoint’s execution
time and obtains a better estimated position.

• Degree of irregularity (DOI): To determine whether
this scheme is useful in practice, we apply the radio
model proposed. In this model, the communication
radius of the sensor node is irregular and the nota-
tion DOI is used to represent the degree of irregularity.
There are the upper bound and the lower bound of the
communication radius. The upper bound is the ideal
communication radius r, and the lower bound is pro-
portional to (1-DOI). Average localization error versus

Fig. 10 Average localization error versus beacon interval for Δθ (a) Line
scanning (b) Random waypoint.
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Fig. 11 Average localization error versus DOI model (a) ROA with
DOI=0.5 (b) different schemes with DOI = 0∼0.8.

DOI for different localization schemes with r = 20 m,
Δθ = 30◦, Δt = 0.2 sec, and v = 10 m/sec is shown in
Fig. 11. The average localization error using the DOI
radio model is greater than for the normal model.

4.4 Scheme Evaluation

The schemes of Centroid [7] and BOX-constraint [9] are the
popular conventional schemes in sensor localization. Ssu’s
scheme [18] is well-known and has been cited so many times
recently and is served as a benchmark program in the field
of sensor localization. We have added another localization
scheme, GEO-constraint [12], an improved Ssu’s scheme.
So we evaluate the performance and compare ROA with
these schemes.

• Average location errors: The results of the simulation
show that the average location errors of ROA are below
1 in general and outperform those of the other three
schemes. We take the results of the execution time in
Fig. 12 (b). and compare these results in Fig. 12 (a).

• Average execution time: In the simulation, the average
execution time for the different schemes depends on the
values of average location error that we set. A compar-
ison of average execution times between these local-
ization schemes with the ROA scheme for r = 20 m,
Δθ = 30◦, and v = 10 m/sec is shown in Fig. 12 (b)
We set the terminating constraints on average localiza-
tion errors depending on the properties of the scheme
to avoid overly long execution times. For example,
Centroid and Constraint are set for localization errors

Fig. 12 Performance evaluation versus beacon interval for different
schemes (a) localization error (b) localization time (c) throughput.

less than 3 m, Ssu’s scheme 2 m, and our ROA scheme
1 m. Based on these constraints, we find that the aver-
age execution time of Centroid and Constraint are sim-
ilar. Ssu’s execution time is similar to ROA, but Ssu’s
scheme location error is almost double that of ROA.

• Average throughput: Reducing the number of beacon
message reduces the overheads for each sensor node.
However, we still use the results of the execution time
in Fig. 12 (b). and compare the results in Fig. 12 (c).

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a simple and efficient range-
free localization scheme, called ROA, that can locate sensor
nodes without requiring distance hardware and still achieve
fine-grained accuracy. All computation is performed lo-
cally so the mechanism is distributed, scalable, effective,
and power efficient. The proposed technique is supported by
a mobile beacon with a directional antenna and GPS. The
beacon moves along two traverse trajectories and periodi-
cally broadcasts its current information. Each sensor node
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receives the messages but does not interact with other nodes
for localization. Distributed computation of node position
involving elementary operations allows the system to oper-
ate in a low power consumption mode. Simulation results
show that this mechanism outperformed previous range-free
localization schemes.
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